NOVÁ CVERNOVKA
BRATISLAVA → SLOVAKIA

TEH #92
CAMP MEETING

COVID-19 RULES

TO ENTER SLOVAKIA
YOU NEED TO KNOW.

TRAVEL

TRAVEL GUIDE
TO NOVÁ CVERNOVKA

——————————————————————
Slovakia is almost the “heart of Europe”, so
traveling to us should be easy from any direction. And one more advantage - Bratislava is close to Vienna so the transport connection is perhaps even better!
Put your pin in google maps on this address:
Nová Cvernovka
Račianska 78
831 02 Bratislava
Slovakia

BY CAR

——————————————————————
The speed limit on the roads in town is
50km/h, out of town 90 km/h and on the
motorway 130 km/h.
It is necessary to have a toll sticker (vignette) if you want to drive on the motorway in Slovakia. The price of a toll sticker for
one year is 50 Euro. One month’s toll sticker
is 14 Euro and a 10 day toll sticker costs 10
Euro. You can buy the toll ticket at the gas
stations or online.

DRIVING
TIME

——————————————————————
→→ Arriving from Košice, Slovakia
Via E571/E58 // 4 h 42 min. in normal
traffic
→→ Arriving from Prague, Czech republic
Via D1/E65 and D2/E65 // 3 h 53 min.
in normal traffic
→→ Arriving from Vilnius, Lithuana
Via S8 // 13 h 6 min. in normal traffic
→→ Arriving from Lund, Sweden
Via D1/E65 // 12 h 58 min. in normal
traffic

PARKING

——————————————————————
Right behind the buildings of Nová

Cvernovka there are several parking spaces
or you can park in front of the “Bratislava-Predmestie” train station next door.

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT
FROM AIRPORTS

——————————————————————
As we mentioned, the connection to
Bratislava is good due to the adjacent airport in Vienna. If you decide to travel by
plane, we recommend choosing also this
airport.

FROM BRATISLAVA AIRPORT

——————————————————————
Bratislava airport can be reached from the
city centre in 15–20 minutes. To get to the
city center you can take a taxi – do not forget to ask about the price in advance or
use HOPIN, Bolt or Uber mobile app.
You can also take the bus no. 61 to get to
the city centre in the direction to the Main
Railway Station (Hlavná železničná stanica).
For the majority of journeys to and from the
airport, a 60-minute ticket is recommended. When travelling from the airport to the
railway station or vice versa on route 61
with no transfers, it is enough to purchase
a 30-minute ticket. A 0.35 € (15-minute discounted ticket) is necessary for luggage
and is valid for 180 minutes, in spite of being a 15-minute ticket only if purchased for
a passenger.
Both single and multi-journey time-limited
tickets can be purchased in red ticket machines at the arrival terminal of the airport.
Here you can find any other information
about Bratislava public transport.

FROM VIENNA AIRPORT
——————————————————————

Bus, train or taxi?

Between Vienna (Airport) and Bratislava
there are a lot of bus departures, including
night buses. Prices for a one way adult ticket range from 4 € to 10 €.
There are normally 15 trains per day travelling from Vienna Airport to Bratislava main.
st. and It takes an average of 1h 47m. Tickets
for this journey start from €13.80 when you
book in advance.
Taking a taxi from Vienna to Bratislava is the
most convenient transfer option, however,
it can be quite costly. The average price
for a Vienna airport taxi to Bratislava is €88
with a travel time of 45 minutes.
BLABLACAR is a commonly known website where people can offer a cheap ride if
they’re going somewhere and have room
for extra passengers. There are often lifts to
get between Vienna and Bratislava.

HOW TO GET DIRECTLY
TO NOVÁ CVERNOVKA?

——————————————————————
If you have finally come to the center of
Bratislava, welcome! Now, however, you still
have to get directly to us in Nová Cvernovka.

Public transport

When travelling from the railway station you
can go on route 61 go to “Račianske mýto”
stop and then change to tram number 3,
which will take you to the stop “Námestie
Biely kríž”.
Occasionally, however, there is also a tram
line number 7 from the main railway station,
which goes directly to Nová Cvernovka to
the “Námestie Biely kríž” stop.
If you are traveling from the city center, the
easiest way is to go directly to tram number
3 to the stop “Námestie Biely Kríž”.

Bus lines 59, 75 and night line N55 also go
to the nearest stop “Stn. Vinohrady”.
HERE you can find any other information
about Bratislava public transport.

Bike

Intracity cycling infrastructure is very limited to few separate, unconnected lanes or
bidirectional paths. So don’t be afraid and
bike on the roads with cars!
There is the bike sharing system and you
can choose from different companies like
Slovnaftbajk or Rekola.
If you are not afraid of cruising around
Bratislava, we can also recommend the
sharing scooter bolt.

Walk

Bratislava is a small city, so for the brave we
recommend a short walk. It takes about 55
minutes from the city center and it can be
a nice walk around the interesting architecture.

